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in May at a time when the British Navy was still con-
trolling that coast, preventing ships taking arms to
Bilbao, and engaged in warning off those British tramp
steamers which continued to run the nominal blockade,
and take supplies into the Basque and Asturian coast
towns. While the Basque civilian forces rapidly expended
their small supply of ammunition, the steady well-
disciplined German troops cleared up the northern en-
clave, advancing from the east side through the Basque
country, and capturing Bilbao, Santander and Gijon.
For some reason the destruction of Guernica by
incendiary bombs created a quite disproportionate
excitement in England and in certain democratic coun-
tries of Europe. It was part of the regular procedure
of the German air force. Probably no one amongst
the few Spaniards attached to them troubled to warn
their * uncles,9 as they called them, that this little place,
marked on their maps for destruction, had any special
significance. It was just a town on one of the lines of
advance, and it was therefore best to kill some of the
inhabitants and frighten the rest out of the place, so
that it could not be used to delay the troops. Owing to
the outcry about this affair, which was really on a par
with the bombardment of Durango and other towns,
the insurgents attempted to deny that it had been
attacked, and their usual group of supporters, the
second-rate publicists and third-rate politicians, began
to spread the story that the religious centre of the Basque
people had been burned by the * reds,' in other words
by the militia who were themselves mostly Basque and
Asturian. They asked people in England to accept
the word of General Queipo de Llano, who stated over
the wireless that *the day had been unsuitable for
flying, and no 'planes had gone up.*

